0. Introduction E. Marczewski and H. Steinhaus [l] discussed the problem of distance of real, integrable functions determined for certain set X.
Let y be a finite measure determined for countable additive body of subsets of the space X. By L^ we will denote the class of all ^-integrable real functions determined for X such that every two functions f, g equal almost everywhere on X (namely, such functions that y|x c Z¡ f (x) g(x)} = 0) are identical. The set L^ defined in such a way is a linear space with ordinary addition and multiplication by real number. Punotion p":Ln x -"•R defined in the following way and pyif.g) = 0 if f(x) = g(x) = 0 for an arbitrary xe X is a metric. Metric space (L^, ) will be oalled the Marazewski--Steinhaus space and denoted by symbol H-S. Certain particular properties of metric ^ will be discussed in section 1 of this paper» Normalized space (L..,||*||), where ||f|| = J |f(x)I du(x), is r X a Banach space. In this space we can introduce metric structure. The distance of functions f,ge L w defined by means of the f |f(x) -g(x)| djj(x) X 2 U. Tkaoz above norm will be denoted by 6 . According to generally acoeptt c ed principle of generation of metric by means of the form ( f »8) -f I fix) " g (x}| d(j(x) . X
In [l] there is presented the following theorem. Theorem 0.
If fe L^, i=1,2,«.., and the function f differs from zero (i.e.fifxeX; f(x) 4 0} 4 0), then lim oJt*,t) = 0 if and only if lim 6"(f, ,f) = 0. i-oo y 1 i*oo f 1 In the space there is possibility of differentiation of operators transforming L^ in L^. There is a question: is there such possibility in the spaoe M-S? This problem is discussed i* Section 2.
In this work we will consider certain always established measure (j determined for countable additive body of subsets of the space X* Therefore, instead of i f(x) du(x) we will r X write J f. X Let f,g e Ly. The set X can be presented in the form of sum of the following sets:
X^f.6) -x 2 (f,g) = x 3 (f,g) -x 4 (f,g) = X 5 U,g) = I 6 (f,g) -I 7 (f,g) -(f.g) -x 9 (f,g) » The factorization of the set X into sets X^fjg), 1=1,2,...,9, we will call the (f,g)-faotorization of the set X.
We also note that for |f (xj -g(x) | the following equalities hold {x e Xj |f (xj| > |g(x) and f(x) •g(x > 0}, {x e X; |f(x) I > |g (x) and f(x) •g(x < o}, {x e X; |f(x)| > |g (x) and fix) •g(x s o}, {x e X; |f(x).|< |g (x) and f(x) •g(x > o}. {x e X| |f(x)|.< |g (x) and f(x) •g(x < o}, {x e X; |f(x)U |g (x) and f(x) •g(x = o}. {x e Xj |f(x)| = |g (x) and f(x) •g(x > o}. {x cX| |f(x)|= |g (x) and f(x) •g(x < o}, {x e X; |f(x)|= |g (x) and f(x) •g(x = 0}. 
In Lemmas 1.1 -1.5» to simplify the notations, we will use the symbols X^ instead of X^f.g), i=1,2,...,9. Lemma 1.1. For arbitrary f,g cL^f f^O or g^O, there is = J l*l + j lelVff max{|f|,|g|, |f-g|})" 1 . 
where X = {x e X; f(x)»g(x)> 0}, X = {x e X; f(x)*g(x)
The proof will be performed on the basis of the (f,g)-faotorization of the set X. Prom definition of the metric ^ we have f |f-g| max{|f|,|g|,|f-g|}.
X X
Hence and from the (f,g)-factorization of the set X we get can be negative and f,g differ from zero, then ¡J (X^uX^uXy) = 0. Now, assume that y{x eX; f(x)*g(x)>o] = 0. Prom the (f,g)-factorization of the set X we have uX^uXy) = 0. Henoe and from Lemma 1.1 we get p^(f,g) = 1. The second part of the thesis we immediately get from the definition of the metric p^.
From that definition there result the following lemmas. Lemma 1.6. For an arbitrary function feL^ differing from zero and for arbitrary s,t eR-{o} we have: fy(s'f,t.f) = 1 when s*t < 0, ]s-t|»|s|~1 when |s| > |t| and a»t>0, |s-t|«it|" 1 when |s|<|t| and s*t>0. Lemma 1.7. If the operator F: L^ -L^ is given by formula F(f) = s»f for an arbitrary f e L^ and arbitrary established real number s 4 0, then p^(F(f),F(g)) = Py(f,g). In other words homoth9ty is isometry in the space M-S.
From here, the functions belonging to L^ will be called points or elements of L^. Lemma 1.8. The set {o} c L.. is open in the space M-S and hence the point f = 0 is isolated in this space. The point f = 0 is the only isolated point in the M-S space.
Proof. Note that, for real number s e (0,1), we have Bp^O.s) c {o}, where Bp^(p,r) denotes a ball with centre at p and of radius reR in the space M-S. We suppose, that there exists a point geLu, g^O, that is isolated'in the space M-S. Consider a sequence gQ = (1+n )*g, n=1,2,..., and write ?Jg,gn) = j |g|-n~1-(j max{|g| , |g| (1+n-1 ), |g|n-1 })" 1 = (n+1)" 1 .
X X Hence lim pM(g,gQ) = 0 that is inconsistent with the assumpn-»oo tion that the point g is isolated in the space M-S, Proof. LetgeLy, g^O, be an arbitrary function such that L(g)^0. Consider the function z = f + i |f|*(i |g|)" 1 * X X • g»s, s e R+. Then
Consider e e (0,1). From continuity of the operator L we have that there exists Se R+ such that
Hence,it results that L(f) / 0. If it is not, then the above inequality will be in the form 1 <g for every e> 0. This ends the proof. Lemma 1.12.
If a non-zero operator L: -» Ljj is continuous in the space M-S, it will be infective operator.
Proof. Let f/g, f,geL^. Then f-g 4 0. The operator L is continuous in the point f-g, by assumption. Hence and from Lemma 1.11 it results that L(f-g) 4 0, i.e. L(f) 4 4 L(g). Lemma 1.13. If an operator L: Lp -» L^ is continuous at the point feL^, then there exists s e R+ such that for an arbitrary g e L^ we have
Proof. If L = 0, namely, L(h) = 0 for an arbitrary h e L^, then the thesis is obvious. In the case of f = 0, from definition of metric ^ , we will get immediately the required inequality. Assume then that L 4 0 and f 4 0. Consider €e(0,1). Prom continuity of operator L at the point f it results that there exists 5eR+ such that p^(L(h),L(f))<E, if ^ (htf) <5 , hey Let ge g 4 f. Assume
We have p^(z,f)<6. Therefore p^(L{z),L{f))<6 . Hence
X Hence and from Lemma 1.4 we obtain
Putting s = max(s^,2) we get the thesis. This ends the proof.
Let P:Ljj L^ be an arbitrary operator and L:Ly -» Ly a linear operator. Now we define certain operator K that will be used from here, namely K(f) = F(p) + L(f-p) for an arbitrary f e Ly and established p e L^. Lemma 1.14. If a linear operator L:L^ -» L^ is continuous at the point peL^, p^O, in the space M-S and FsL^-»L^ is such an operator that F(p) 4 0, then the operator K is continuous at p in the space M-S. If the operator K is continuous at the point p el^, p?^0, in the space M-S and L(p) 4 0, then L is continuous at p in this space.
We omit the simple proof resulting from Theorem 0. 
Prom (1.15.1), (1.15.2) and Lemma 1.4 we obtain 121 -1 ^(K(f),K(gj) < 4e(6 (i-6)(i-e) f^(f,g) for f,g e Bp (p,5).. Assuming t«; 5 and 4c(fi (1-6) {1-e) 2 )" 1 «a, we have
(b) Consider e £ (0,1)« The operator K is continuous at p and hence there exists 5eR+ such that IK(gJ,K(p))<e , if pjj(e,p) <«. Let feLy, tVp. ' «Ve assume
Performing similarly as in proof of (a) we get
If fy(f,p)> 2~1, then ? (K(f)fK(p))*2»fy(f,p). Putting s = max{4e(8(1-e))" 1 , 2 } we obtain fy(K(f) ,K( p)) $ s»^ (f, p). This ends the proof. Now we will discuss certain connections between the M-S and {Ly, 6^) spaces.
Prom Theorem 0 the following theorem results. Theorem 1.16. IffeL^, f^O, and F:Lp L^ is a continuous operator at the point f in the M-S space, then P is also continuous at f in the (Lu,6 ) space. If P is continuous at f^O in the space and F(f) 4 0, then P is continuous at f in the M-S space. 
(r c
Proof.
Assume that (1.18.1) is satisfied and suppose that L is a zero operator. Prom (1.18.1) it results that P is a continuous operator at f. If F(f) 4 0, then from Theorem 1.17 we get the thesis. In the case of F(f) =0 fiom Lemma 1.9 wa conclude that F must be zero operator in the neighbourhood of the point f. It is obvious that in this case the thesis is true. If L is a non-zero operator, the proof will be similar to that of Theorem 1.17. This ends the proof. The operator L will be called the derivative of operator P at f and denoted by F'(f0). If the operator F is differentiable at every point of the set U, 0t U, we will say that P is differentiable will. Theorem 2.1. The operator P can have at most one derivative at the point f e U.
Proof.
Assume that there exist two continuous linear operators L^ and L2 such that for an arbitrary geLu, g 4 0. Adding these two inequalities and using the condition of triangle we have p^J{P(f())+L1 (tg), F(f0)+L2(tg)) <2efy(z,f0) which implies 1 ' X *tj iL^gi-lgtg)! < 4E ? (a,f 0 ) X for an arbitrary ge 1 t g 4 0.
Denote by M the denominator of (2.1.4). If M = = t i maxjlL^g)! ,|L 2 (g)| , fX, n (s)-L 2 (g)|} , then from (2.1.4) X we have ^ (L 1 (g) ,L 2 (g)) <4E9jj(z,f 0 ) $ 4e and from arbitrariness of e we obtain p fJ (L 1 (g) ,L 2 (g)) = 0, i.e. If
<4e P (z,f 0 ) $46-5 XX for an arbitrary g e L^, g 4 0, i.e.
for an arbitrary geL^, g 4 0. Hence
which implies
for an arbitrary ge L^,, g 4 0. But e is arbitrary and
for an arbitrary ge L , g 4 0. The above equality holds if and only if L 1 = L^. Hence and from (2.1.5) we get the thesis of theorem. Theorem 2.2. If the operator F, non-zero in an arbitrary neighbourhood of the point f 0 eLy, t Q 4 0, is differentiable at this point and P(f Q ) 4 0, then this operator is continuous at f in the M-S space. If P is the *ero operator in a neighbourhood of the point f Q e L^, f Q 4 0, and is differentiable at f", then it ia continuous at f" in the M-S o' o 8pace.
Proof. Let F be the non-zero operator in an arbitrary neighbourhood of the point f Q eL^, f Q 4 0. Operator F being differentiable at f Q , then
From the inequality of triangle we get
Reaching the limit at f -» f and using the continuity of operator L and condition ( The assumption F(f 0 ) 4 0 from the first part of Theorem 2.2 is important, because it can happen that the operator F will be differentiable at the point f Q though it will not be continuous at this point.
Example. Let the operator F be given by formula F(f) = f-1 for an arbitrary feL^. This operator is differentiable at the point f = 1 though it is not continuous at this point as it results from Lemma 1.9. Now we will formulate a theorem concerning the connection between the differentiableness of operators in the M-S space and the differentiableness of operators in the space. Now assume that the zero operator or linear injeotive operator L is the derivative of an operator F at a point fQe L^, f ^ 0, and F(f0) 4 0. The operator F being differentiable at fQ, is continuous at fQ in the space. Because F(f0)jiO, then the operator F is also continuous at the point .f in the M-S space. Hence and from Theorem 1.17 we have
If L is an infective operator, then from Theorem 1.16 it results that L is continuous in the M-S space; if L is zero operator, then its continuity in the M-S space is obvious. Then the linear operator L is a derivative of operator F at the point f 4 0 in the M-S space. This ends the proof. 
It. Ikacz
Assume that the operator L =• = L-j+Lg is ' til0 derivative of the operator F+G at the point f 4 0 in the M-S space. Operator L is then continuous in this space. From Lemma 1.12 it results that the only linear operators continuous in the M-S spaoe can be the infective or zero operators. Then the assumption that L is the zero or infective operator is necessary. The assumption (F+G)(f0) 4 0 is essential, because it appears that in the case of (F+G)(f0) = 0 the operator F+G can be nondifferentiable at the point fQ 4 0 though the operators F, G are differentiable at this point. Theorem 2.7. Let the set U 4 {o} be open in M-S spaoe. If the operator F mapping U into M-S is differentiable at the point f0eU, fQ 4 0, then the operator sF, s e R, is also differentiable at this point and (sF),' (fQ) = s»F'(f0).
The thesis of Theorem 2.7 results immediately from Lemma 1.7. Theorem 2.8. Let G be an operator mapping the set U, O^U, open in the M-S space into the M-S space, and F be an operator mapping the set VcG(U), 0 i V, open in the M-S space into the M-S space. If f eU, G(fQ) eV, the operator G is differentiable at the point fQ, the operator F is differentiable at the point G(f0) and F(G(f0)) 4 0, then P«G is differentiable at fQ and (Fo G)' (f0) = F'(G(f0)) oG'(f0).
Proof.
Let F'(0(fo)) = L1t 0'(fQ) = Lg, L1 ° Lg. = L. According to Theorems 2.3 and ,2-5» the operator L1 is a derivative of the operator F at the point G(fQ) e V and L2 is a derivative of the operator G at the point fQ eU in the (,) space. Therefore froA the theorem on derivative of superposition of operators in the Banach space the operator L = L^ ° Lg is a derivative of F°;G at fQ in the spaoe. Because L1 and L2 are infective or zero operators, then L is an infective or zero operator. By the assumption F(G(fQ)) 4 0 and Theorem 2.3, we conclude that L is a derivative of operator Fo G at f 4 0 in the M-S space. This ends the proof.
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